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The giant shark grunted, "If it wasn't for this Yuanwu suddenly advancing to Grand Master, how
would this situation have come to pass! This Chinese King Lin Hao's strength is also beyond
imagination! If it was just him, the Forest Wolf could have completely killed him! Damn it!"

The deputy captain shook his head, "This situation has grown, so let's not make
too many previous assumptions. What we need to do now is to figure out how to solve this

situation!"

The giant shark nodded, the two of them were on a private contact channel that no

one else could hear.

The Giant Shark T4000 thought for a moment and looked in the direction of East

Japan, the T3000 detachment they had secretly sent out was not announced under the eyes of the

world powers. They controlled the secret of East Japan, once the T3000 robots were sent out, if
they couldn't suppress it then, the secret of East Japan, would be infiltrated by more powerful

people!

This is a situation they do not want to see!

But if they were not sent, who would they send?



A fist came down! The clouds rolled and the sea tossed! The sky and the earth

changed colour, as if the sea of clouds were flowing backwards, and the aura was so fierce that it
surpassed any of the previous blows!

A fierce fist like a wild dragon blasted away, and the sharp claws turned into five
silver lights and came out of it, pointing straight at Lin Hao and attacking him fiercely in the face!
In an instant, a fierce light appeared!

Countless people were shocked to see such a scene, and their hearts were in their

throats!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 sneered, killing intent rampant at the corners of his
mouth and contempt increased at the corners of his eyes! It was no longer the same gravity as
before, but relaxation!

As if to say, nothing more than that!

"Heh!" The Forest Wolf T4000 still couldn't help but let out a light humming

sound.

Lin Hao was also amused, so proud of himself?

Watching that claw come down, it was an extremely dangerous strike, and a

terrifying strike!



And after this strike, Lin Hao also saw that the other hand of the Forest Wolf

T4000 was also poised to strike, this was a chain of tricks, even if Lin Hao blocked this strike,
but with the next strike, he would still be able to hit Lin Hao, this is what he was so proud of!

Unfortunately, Lin Hao was not weak!

He backed up violently, with a sudden burst of speed, flashing directly, like a
meteor, turning into a lightning bolt, piercing through the sea of clouds, sending out a ripple, and
shooting straight out!

"Huh!"

The Forest Wolf T4000's eyes jumped, but he still sneered.

Because his other claw, the same is with a devastating killing intent, pounced and
shot up, like catching the trail of prey, the Forest Wolf T4000 without a trace of slack and

abnormal? Shan Shan whisked and dyed zero Wu Yi Er? s hate!

Looking at the claws that came to kill again, Lin Hao's whole body purple Qi
swept away, a black breath gradually tumbled, the next moment!

The next moment! Lin Hao once again threw his fist and attacked that claw,
fiercely!



He let out a soft grunt!

"Extreme Dao!"

Countless black auras twisted around!

The force intensified, and this punch was incomparably powerful! More powerful
than any of the strikes he had delivered before!

"Seek death!" The Forest Wolf T4000 saw that Lin Hao dared to strike against

him, and that he was attacking against his Origin Body, this man was too arrogant and cocky!

However, just as he sneered.

The two finally collided with each other!

This strike touched the hearts and minds of any man!

They were latecomers and had missed much of the fierce fight, but even now,
they were shocked and horrified to see it, it was so terrifying, it was not a power that a human
being could produce!
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Boris breathed heavily, "This terrifying fight is not at all the same pattern as before over the
Garonne River, it's too strong!"

Senior General Hywel, also said in awe, "This strike is stronger than the
after-effects from the cannonballs I've seen used in many military demonstrations!"

The crowd drew in a breath of cold air at those words! Who was Haywire? He

was one of the few powerful generals in Empire F. He was a member of the top five permanent

members of the world, and was also a major arms trafficker, so if he didn't have superb military
capabilities and research capabilities, how could he hold his position?

But this is such a powerful empire, when faced with such a strong man, still can
not help but feel a tightening of the heart ......

It's too strong ......

After Haywire made such a sound, the others likewise had a clear perception of the
world's strongest people ......

They looked back at the Church, at the other kings, and suddenly realised that

these kings seemed, in the eyes of these men, too inadequate, didn't they ......



They had to look at Pope Peter, the super-powerful man, who had gone from

being wounded earlier to stepping idly in mid-air as if he were not wounded ......

And this, perhaps, is the strongest person in Western Europe today who can stand

at the top of the world and can deal with the powerful!

They dare not imagine, if the Pope really fell, then the Western European dojo,
will fall into a situation ......

Boris didn't dare to think about it, Hywel didn't dare to think about it, and the

others didn't dare to think about it even more ......

Pope Peter narrowed his eyes and stared at Lin Hao, he found that Lin Hao looked
very relaxed, facing such a high intensity attack from the Forest Wolf T4000, he still dealt with
it with ease. This made Pope Peter's heart feel complicated, Lin Hao's strength exceeded his

perception ......

He was a bit at a loss as to how to deal with it ......

Of course, the big show of the day today was still this strike from them!

Countless people watched!



Finally!

This blow explodes out!

With the Forest Wolf T4000 smiling in triumph, it exploded out!

"Rumble!"

Like thunder rolling from the sky!

The sound of both hazed up, the next moment!

A screaming roar drowned out what sounded like a thunderous explosion!

"Impossible!"

The ForestWolf T4000 hissed, looking at Lin Hao incredulously! This strike, Lin
Hao had blocked it again, this, this couldn't be!

The Forest Wolf was stunned!



How could the others not be!

His confidence, his rage, all told the world that Lin Hao would surely die under

this blow, but what happened? Lin Hao is alive and well, and at the same time both of them are

injured to varying degrees ......

It is really not? The actual fact is that you can't get a lot of money from the

company. Unbelievable ......

The Giant Eagle King and the Silver Wolf King gasped for breath!

"It's too strong! With this blow, I will die!" Silver Wolf King Bigir gasped and

spoke in fear.

The Giant Eagle King swallowed, his eyes lost in thought, and said slowly, "Me
too ...... I can't carry it under this blow ......"

Pope Peter glanced over, his heart was also shocked, just then that blow, Lin Hao
blocked down, and also made Pope Peter injured, this is something he could not imagine ......

In his guess, Lin Hao is strong, but not to a certain extent, he can fight with the
Forest Wolf T4000 back and forth, but for the Forest Wolf T4000 to exercise the origin body

and burst, it is certainly difficult to support!
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Or rather, it may not be possible to hit Lin Hao without being able to resist at first, but at least he
would have to be injured to a great extent!

But what about the situation today, Lin Hao not only took it, but also gave the
Forest Wolf T4000 a different degree of injury!

"So, is this your rampant confidence? Is it no more than that?!" Lin Hao spat
blood out of his mouth, domineering! His heart was secretly happy, this kind of back-and-forth
battle was what he craved! But all the same, the anger tugging at his heart grew even greater!

For the man before him must die! He had a reason to kill him!

"If you're only this strong, then, next, go to hell!" Lin Hao shouted, randomly
transforming into a streak of shadow and killing at the Forest Wolf T4000!

Previously, they were all passive defenders, but at this moment, Lin Hao chose to
take the initiative!

The best defence was to attack!



Having tested out the ForestWolf T4000's line of strength, Lin Hao had a relative
grasp of it! No more of the previous rules and regulations! "Arrogance!" The Forest Wolf T4000
was furious!

He had never seen such an arrogant person! He forgot about the disgrace, it was all
about rage!

Metal covered his entire body, he was no longer in the shape of a man,
transforming into a giant metal wolf, his eyes scarlet, his defenses superb, the pair of silver claws,
killing intent intense, bubbling with eerie coldness, he was furious!

It was in full burst!

Lin Hao's body stiffened and a black aura covered his entire body! This wasn't a
blackening, this was just putting the Extreme Dao into play again!

He didn't know why after so many great battles, he felt like his Extreme Dao had
gained a new insight in such a moment! The strongest state of the Extreme Dao before, now he felt

he could enhance it again, only that opportunity, he hadn't found! But he could tell himself

unequivocally that that opportunity would be comprehended by himself under this great battle!

Lin Hao did not dare to imagine that once he comprehended the next layer of the
Extreme Dao again, he? What would happen to his strength? What would happen to his strength?
Would he be able to fight against a late Grand Master powerhouse? Maybe he could, maybe it
would be more like crushing, he didn't have the thought to guess this question, because the man
in front of him, was very strong!



According to Lin Hao's division of cyborg strength!

The T3000 was a Grand Master, and the T4000 was a mid Grand Master. But
this T3000's early Grand Master strength and this T4000's mid Grand Master strength bursting

out, were two concepts altogether, not to say the concept of the final burst of strength, but also the
power that burst out between fights, two levels altogether!

He had fought against the IronWings T3000, and his strength was beaten without
a hint of resistance after his own promotion, which gave him a clear perception that the IronWings

T3000's physical skills were extremely rubbish, and did not want to be the strength possessed by
a top powerhouse at all!

Except, of course, for his bursts!

The Iron Wings T3000, with the help of the mechanical legion's scientific
research technology's function burst, could still reach the middle strength of a Grand Master, it
was just that such a burst seemed too dry, dry to the point that after that kind of burst, if there was
no more burst, it might be a trial awaiting death, which was a disadvantage, a horrible
disadvantage, for a strong man!

But not so with the Forest Wolf T4000 in front of him, he's very strong,
extremely strong! Very strong in physical skills, very strong in defence, anywhere, close to
perfection!



It's just that when it's close to perfection, it's relatively imperfect! It's the theory
of general relativity, there are always two extremes in the world, and what goes around comes

around!
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The giant metal wolf was like a bestial transformation! Above his body, it was like he was loaded
with countless engines! Looking at his transformed appearance, Lin Hao couldn't help but look at
Pope Peter, if there wasn't some kind of fart deal between Western Europe and M, he wouldn't
admit it! Look at the state that this ForestWolf T4000 burst out of, isn't it exactly the same as the
bestial transformation that a king-level powerhouse bursts out of? Wasn't this what survived after
the study between the two?

As expected of M's backyard, even their own dojo heritage is taken for study, but
it's really funny ......

Pope Peter didn't care about Lin Hao's ridicule, he no longer cared about how the

Western European dojo was passed down, his goal, since the millennium, had shifted ......

"Finally, the final eruption is coming!" The giant shark T4000 spoke excitedly, he
saw the transformation of the ForestWolf T4000, a technique he also possessed, it was one of the
T4000 level functions, super powerful! It was evolved from the bestial transformation inherited

from the Western European Dojo, in such a state, his strength would increase several times, so
powerful, would Lin Hao still be able to carry it off?

Of course, he had to be surprised Lin Hao is Li Zhiqiang, actually resisted the

Forest Wolf T4000's claw, and also gave the Forest Wolf T4000 a relative degree of damage,
unfortunately! But so be it ......



The deputy captain wasn't so happy because Genbu was almost here!

Once Yuanwu arrived, the two could have taken advantage of the opportunity to

kill the Forest Wolf T4000, and this was not a situation he wanted to see!

However, after some time of contemplation, he looked to the east, in the direction
of the East, and became confident once again!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 was not weak, it was equipped with the latest

technology and had a three-layer defence form, so even if it was attacked by Lin Hao and Yuan

Wu at their maximum strength, it would still be able to resist for a while, and that time would be

completely sufficient!

He let out a breath!

Lin Hao's power still impressed him? The power of Lin Hao still impressed him?
He was impressed!

Of course, this was perhaps to be expected for him, he still knew more about Hua

Xia than anyone else's ......

Yuan Wu ran amidst the waves, swimming fish at speed, his feet felt like they
were treading on endless darkness, like the abyss at the bottom of the sea moving fast!



His blood surged, his veins spread thickly on his arms, accelerating constantly!

He sensed the great battle that had erupted ahead of him, it was too strong!

It was just a little bit different from that great battle forty years ago, losing a little
bit above the personnel ......

If you take a single battle at that time, is completely compared to the present! Lin
Hao strength of the strong, he has a clear understanding again, but the more understanding, the
more anxious he is, Lin Hao can not die! He couldn't be injured! He couldn't fall! This was
China's guarantee!

The Wolf of the Forest bellowed a cry that shook the mountains and the sea!

"I will let you die under my paws! This is the first time I've ever used such a form.
If I'd had the ability to use such a form, I would have torn the gates of China apart that year!
Unfortunately, there was no such technology that year, but well, it's not too late, when I kill you,
before I kill Yuanwu, it's all too late!" TheWolf of the Forest T4000 shook its wolf head and said

fiercely to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao sneered, he didn't know what had actually happened forty years ago, but
he knew!



He was strong, and he was strong today!

He was already used to Forest Wolf T4000's mouthpiece!
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The final battle finally opened with a single punch from Lin Hao!

That punch blasted out like it was covered in darkness!

And that claw of the Forest Wolf T4000 came out, wrapped in thunder!

With countless eyes, the two clashed viciously together once more!

Both are the most powerful explosions of physical arts!

Extreme Dao Covering!

Bestial enchantment? Zero-San Fuyi Zero Fuyi Fuyi?!



One is the inherited powerhouse of a dojo for thousands of years!

One is a cyborg created by the strongest technology in the most scientifically

advanced country in civilization today!

Their clash is like the collision of two civilizations!

The two are indistinguishable from each other!

Amidst the stunned gaze of the Forest Wolf T4000, Lin Hao once again threw a

punch down!

He was so strong that the corner of Lin Hao's mouth was already spilling blood!

But the Forest Wolf T4000 was not suffering either! The bones in his arms were

cracking, he knew that his silver claws could withstand the force of such an attack, but the bones
in his arms, which supported them, could hardly withstand such a blow!

"If this continues, it will definitely not work! Genbu is coming!" Forest Wolf

T4000 whimpered, his confidence, at this moment, slowly collapsing!



The scorching battle, every time his attacks were blocked by Lin Hao, they were
all attacks he was incredibly confident in, but in Lin Hao's eyes, they were like sugar-coated
cannonballs! This was a huge blow to his self-confidence, he was a little angry, a little broken!

He was a noble and powerful T4000 class cyborg that countless people admired!
He was also the world's most powerful scientific research body in M, and now he was defenseless

in front of a newly promoted T4000 level powerhouse ......

"Lin Hao, you deserve to die!" Then the Forest Wolf T4000 roared out in anger

and killed him again, this time he lost his mind and attacked swiftly and without any regularity!

He relied on his attack speed that exceeded the limits of the human body to hit the
acceleration of the mechanical engine, and his speed grew faster and faster!

At this moment, Lin Hao looked a bit overwhelmed in the face of a swift and

fierce giant metal wolf! But that didn't mean he would lose!

Because the Wolf of the Forest T4000, which had lost most of its sanity, had
already begun to have some vulnerabilities, and with time, his vulnerabilities would come out,
and at that time, Lin Hao, who had absolute sanity, would definitely be able to give him a fatal

blow!

Lin Hao four strings, as if he was not defeated!



The countries' naval admirals looked at this, Du ten depressed: "If this goes on, we
will lose, right ......" he was despondent, depressed, panicked inside, once Lin Hao lost, then what
about him? He looked at the Chinese warship, his mind bubbled with countless thoughts, a wave
of fear arose, after all, he represented not himself, but the whole A country ......

I Brudeau was likewise like that, with a hard face, like constipation, he looked at

Du X, followed Du X's gaze to the Chinese warship, then his eyes locked on Lin Hao's body,
looking at this losing trend, hard to resist, his heart sank beyond words ......

"Don't ever, ever lose!" He whispered, he had far reaching ambitions and didn't
want to bring his kingdom down like this! He looked over at the M supercarrier, the deck was full
of arrogant, domineering soldiers, standing in unseemly positions, arrogant, and as he swept past
his face, a tiny soldier gave him the middle finger, and he couldn't bear it!

Such humiliation!

"Be a man and don't hide! Fight with me!" The Forest Wolf T4000 roared one

after another, and as soon as the words left his mouth, his two claws viciously poked out and went
for Lin Hao's head!
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Lin Hao's heart was shocked as he once again flew backwards tens of meters, looking at the Forest
Wolf T4000 and not forgetting to laugh out provocatively!

This directly infuriated the Wolf of the Forest T4000 to the point where it could

not stand it and accelerated again! Ignoring the load on its internal engine!



"Stop! Stop, Wolf of the Forest, you're overloading your body and it's going to
blow itself up!" His ears were ringing with the deputy captain hissing to the giant shark T4000,
the damn Wolf of the Woods T4000 was crazy to overload its engines like that!

The Wolf of the Woods T4000 was deafening, going faster and faster!

It was as if these two men sounded like they were mocking him, and he told

himself that he would make sure he proved it to them, to show them how powerful he was!

Claw after claw, the sun and moon change colour, the mountains and seas tumble!
The clouds and rain turned upside down!

The engines no longer rumbled cleanly, but with a murmur popping up in them
now and then, and this murmur was so high in frequency that it revealed a whiff of imminent

destruction!

He could hear it himself, and so could all the mechanics who were meeting inside
the Armada's virtual channel!

"Stop! Fucking bastard! Stupid bastard! You'll lose if you keep going like this!"
Someone shouted, anxious as hell!



From a sure victory to a worried and even defeated situation, this was a situation
they could not accept in any way, after all, they were the strongest legion, and they were sending
out robots with the latest technology! If they lost, how would they be able to rest their pride!

"Is this a defeat? The King of China is holding back so much under such a strong

man, how strong is M's mechanical legion? I've heard that there are several other strong people

like this within their legion, and there are even more senior ones, how should we deal with them?"
The Silver Wolf King said in a low voice, his heart not feeling well.

As he said, he was aware of the problem too! He had learned from the Vampire

King's mouth over there that M's Mechanical Legion had the world's top powerhouses, and quite

a few of them! Also if he once transformed into a cyborg, then he would be invincible in the

world! He didn't believe it before, but now he did, because the facts were right in front of him!

In the face of hard facts, any sophistry would be self-deception!

He was too strong!

The Giant Eagle King shook his head, he thought that if he hadn't been so
experienced in battle, he would have made the same comment as the Silver Wolf King, after all,
anyone who looked with the naked eye could see that Lin Hao was powerless at this moment,
although he was confident and used a bland expression, but for everyone else, it was
self-deception!

He is a veteran, a thousand year old Jiang, who has fought numerous battles and
fought to the death, and in view of the current state of anxiety, Forest Wolf T4000 would lose,
and lose completely!



It was clear from this look that the Wolf of the Forest T4000 was not experienced

in combat and had completely fallen into the trap of the Chinese King.

"The King of China will win." He said.

The SilverWolf King was stunned and looked at the Giant Eagle King in disbelief,
this? Then subconsciously, he spoke directly, "Why?"

The Giant Eagle King smiled, "Can't you see that the Forest Wolf T4000 is

already starting to go haywire? And although the King of China was falling back, although he was
forced to resist, but in the midst of the Forest Wolf T4000's intensive attacks like rain, the King
of China was still? The T4000 is a very powerful and powerful weapon. It is possible to fight,
although this fight looks a bit lame!"
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At the slightest mention by the Giant Eagle King, Silver Wolf King Bigilton's eyes lit up, so that's
how it was!

At the same time he looked at the Giant Eagle King, his heart showing a hint of
admiration, secretly saying that perhaps this is the strongest person who has been in battle for a

long time, this aspect of experience is what he, a newly promoted king-level strength, lacks!

Pope Peter also glanced over!



Just as the Giant Eagle King had said!

Finally when the Forest Wolf T4000 attacked for another forty or fifty times, the
openly incomparable Forest Wolf T4000 revealed a ? The Forest Wolf T4000 revealed a ? A

superb breach!

His engine was so loaded that it was already hard to drive!

Taking advantage of this, Lin Hao sneered, a face like a nightmare in the dark!

"Extreme Dao!" A low, soft chant, but one that came with endless killing intent!

This punch of his!

It was extremely likely to kill the Forest Wolf T4000 outright!

"Is that all the combat experience you have? Then, go to hell!" Lin Hao roared,
seizing this opening and using 300% of his strength, he threw a punch!

"No!" The giant shark T4000's eyes were rounded in the mechanical legion's
virtual channel, not daring to look! Lin Hao's sudden outburst had directly caused him to despair!



The second-in-command captain also cursed in a low voice, "Damn it, Shark,
look at the man you recommended, he's a total loser! With such combat experience, I have no
idea if his previous training is in line with our harsh conditions!"

The second-in-command captain finished and then said angrily, "All your men,
get back to the drawing board! Damned thing!"

The giant shark's face sank with unbearable embarrassment, this ......

This result was hard for him to accept, once all of his men were sent off to
complete any amount of calendaring again, they might not be able to use the rejuvenation skills

that the Regenerating Heart had researched by then!

This damned Wolf of the Forest T4000!

Listening to anyone still roaring inside the channel, Forest Wolf T4000 stared at

Lin Hao's punch as if he hadn't heard it!

A white defensive shield appeared on his metallic white covered skin!

This defensive skill was the same as Iron Wings T43000's resistance to Pope
Peter's three strikes!



As Lin Hao looked at this image, he couldn't help but sneer, is this the bottom
card that you dare to explode at will and reveal a breach? Or maybe what was exposed before was

all a hook?

Lin Hao didn't care!

Because for the next punch, he had immense confidence!

The one that came out in the gap, under the eyes of countless people, finally went
down with a bang!

"Bang!"

The endless power, the destructive aura, the dark matter wrapped around the

Forest Wolf T4000. the storm clouds stirred, the heavy rain raised, the sea pounded the air with
a continuous violent sound!

All eyes were fixed on the place!

"Is that all the strength you can muster?" The ForestWolf T4000 roared again, the
metal on his body cracking, inch after inch, like a spider's web covering it!



Blood spilled from the corners of his mouth, but his will to fight seemed to be

burning, his entire body flew backwards tens of meters, standing in mid-air, fixing this Lin Hao
in death, a sneer escaping from the corner of his mouth!

He took Lin Hao's punch and didn't die straight away!

Lin Hao couldn't help but be a little surprised that he hadn't dealt him a fatal blow

when he was almost at his strongest! His defensive ability was so strong?

Pope Peter and Lin Hao looked at each other and were also slightly surprised,
wasn't such a defensive ability too terrifying?
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But this scene was seen by the others, especially the duo of Du Xie and I Brudeau revealed a

long-awaited elation, Lin Hao had won!

In just a moment, there was such a strong reversal, they had thought they and the
others were going to bring their kingdom into danger, but this King of China, he was so strong!

Gratitude!

Confronting each other in the air, the energy shield covering the Forest Wolf

T4000 once again filled with energy as he stared at Lin Hao from within the energy shield,
sneering and laughing.



"In the face of absolute scientific research, what is your strength, what is it?
Giving you a chance to strike is nothing more than that!"

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 barked and shouted, he was open-minded and

crazy. Countless people were in awe!

No one knew if he had deliberately shown his hand, but it was clear that the
situation had turned out quite well for him.

The giant shark breathed a sigh of relief as the second-in-command captain

snorted coldly, then said indifferently, "I reserve my words just now, but whether they are carried
out or not will depend on the outcome!"

The giant shark smiled fiercely and looked at the second-in-command, this boy
was so frightening that he was secretly calling for a faster pace! Just now he really did not want to

lose, after all, the resurrection skill can not lose ah, once lost himself, his own combat faction will

lose a good reinforcement, will certainly be relatively peaceful faction to occupy the main?
Westwood Isham loves Westwood Lu? Guide right ......

"Yuanwu is coming up, what should we do?" Giant shark asked in a low voice, he
was still a little scared, he didn't feel very secure, now that Lin Hao's strength had been proven,
Forest Wolf T4000 was not very good at winning down one-on-one with him, if Yuanwu came
up again, two against one, Forest Wolf T4000 might be able to change one, but he would
definitely lose!



And with this scene, there's uncertainty there! Although Western Europe is their

backyard, but the biggest leader in Western Europe, they are also relatively afraid, but before any
action of himself and others, he did not pay attention and did not care, which led many people

ignored his existence, but the more powerful people, the more they dare not ignore any factor that
can change the battle!

They knew better than anyone else the fact that a single move could move the
whole body!

"That's not what you're worried about!" The deputy captain said in a cold voice.

"Hmph!" The giant shark grunted, expressing his displeasure, only to begin to
work out in his mind how he should reinforce the Forest Wolf T4000.

"Chief, should we go forward and give Yuanwu a hint of interception, I'm in a

small gang of mercenaries in A country and there are quite a few power players in there!" A private

channel tone picked up in and said to the giant shark.

The giant shark is anxious when suddenly heard such a voice, can't help but bright
eyes, immediately said: "can send in! I will take the loss of your men, remember that no matter

what, we cannot let Yuanwu rendezvous with King Huaxia as quickly as possible! Once Forest
Wolf T4000 loses, we, as a faction, will be suppressed! You must know that I will not be able to

protect you then! With your strength today, it's no problem at all to go through the training, but
the training is so long that no one can be sure if the researched rejuvenation skills will miss the
perfect time to piggyback, and if there will be enough weight for you to obtain later!"

This was one of the T3000 cyborgs below his faction.



"I know, I'm going to shake them up!" And it was because he knew what was in it

that he knew that at this time, if he didn't pay, the loss would no longer be whole just the

weakness of his forces, but the resurgence skill!
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Resurgence, the second life of battle! And the strongest card of all. Even if he didn't want his men
to die, he wouldn't want to see Resurgence leave him! His own faction's battle? What did that

matter to him?

With a deadly tightening of his massive pincers, the deck of the aircraft carrier in
front of him was clipped right off!

"Move out, snipe Genbu!"

"Yes, sir! We will serve you with a will to die!"

Off the coast of Country A, several submarines were deployed!

The image was bizarre, after all, it wasn't their operating day, yet three
submarines were out and carrying strange personnel!



Off the coast of A, in the military hall, the monitor calls out to the main station,
"Call out call out! A374 submarine out! Mayday main station instructions!"

"Who gave this order! Damn it! This is a traitor! Snipe him now!" The roar of a
general roared, he couldn't believe what would happen if these three submarines entered the high
seas and clashed with other countries' warships!

Then it would be a world war!

This was not something he could steer through as an admiral of a small country,
and he looked away with great difficulty, as he was a war-monger in their office, always acting as
if he wanted to invade the territories of his neighbours and always spreading the word of war
among the army! He was undoubtedly not a war-monger, which is completely different from the

A-state's philosophy of rest and recuperation! It was only a few years after the Second World War

that the whole world was in massive combat, after which every country was adjusting, and this

adjustment was not a recovery!

Rather, it was in preparation for the unpredictable future of World War III!

No? Ixisan Yi'er Lu Ai'ai? one can be sure that the world will be at peace forever!
It is impossible to be sure, and it is a statement that one does not dare to make. For war,
everyone's is rejecting it, but when he comes, any man must be prepared to give his life!

Because, people without roots are very similar to floating weeds! Country A was a

victim of World War II, a colonised country, only to be liberated for a few decades and then to

keep pace with the world, eventually looking like a rising star and falling under the charm of

China, following its development! Needless to say, this choice is undoubtedly the right one ......



Of course, this is not the time to be talking about that!

Instead, we're talking about Ando! He had a few encrypted documents in his

office box that said Ando was a military spy for the M's! This was known to a few of their top

brass! It was only because they were running a compulsion program that they had let Ando and

the others stalk under the sun, but this time bomb was about to explode at this very moment! And
the target he was heading for was China!

And the three submarines are heading in the direction of a large battle group of

warships. If they hit another country's warships by mistake, they will not be able to afford to fire
the first shot!

And! The most dangerous thing is that their neighbours might take advantage of
M's military pressure and start a war against them!

Damn it!

Du X was very anxious!

He said to his secretary and chief of staff, "Release the encrypted documents in

my cipher box! Especially the news that Ando was a military spy! Also remember, don't focus
too much on saying it's a military spy for the M's, we can't afford the M's pressure so just let
everyone know that Ando is a spy!"



Chapter 1430

This was the scenario Du X had given, this one piece of news was released and by the time any

trouble was created by Ando, the price they would have to bear would be much, much smaller, if
not minuscule! Of course, if someone else really needed a condition to wage war against them,
then this news would be the same as not releasing it, after all, there is no harm in wanting to do so!

Yuan Mo sensed three submarines heading towards him, while Dragon Gate's
intelligence team told him that it was spies from Country A in Country A's submarines, with the
aim of sniping him!

Yuan Wu was not stupid, as one of the founders of the Dragon Sect and
experienced in many battles, he naturally knew what the purpose of this group of people coming to

surround them was! It was to delay him from joining the battle to assist Lin Hao.

"Could it be that Lin Hao fought a T4000 level cyborg and didn't show signs of

defeat, and at the same time suppressed it? How else could M send out the spies they had laid out

for decades?" Yuan Wu pondered as he ran quickly.

Yuan Wu secretly said, slightly praising, "The King of China Lin Hao is really
terrifying, worthy of this King of China appellation!"

The strong are embraced!

When they first? Serve er zero closed steak zero love er? time they heard that

Western Europe and M had recognized Lin Hao as the King of China, many of them in the Dragon



Sect felt ridiculous, wasn't the King of China in the martial arts world introduced by them together,
did they need two other organizations of country strength people to push out, it was ridiculous!

At that time, Yuan Wu thought the same thing, but not anymore!

After all, it was Yuan Wu who had the most contact with Lin Hao!

"Wait for me!" Proud of Lin Hao, exhilarated by China, but Yuan Wu still didn't
dare delay a bit!

Whatever the situation on Lin Hao's side, M had already stepped in to assist, this
was certainly not the first, there would be a second and a third, after all it was a simple logic!

"If I was at my previous strength, I might have been a bit scared of the torpedoes
carried by the three submarines! But now I am a Grand Master! They can't threaten me!"

Said Genbu as he accelerated towards the point where the submarine expected the
two to meet at his speed!

Ando was inside the submarine, feeling Yuanwu's speed through the radar!
Looking at the point where Genbu was moving fast, he frowned, this speed was too fast!



"Sir! He's too fast, our torpedoes are having a hard time catching him!" A gunner

ran up and said helplessly.

Ando put down his binoculars and spoke, "Don't rush, when our speed catches up,
inside absolute bullet speed, we can just kill him in seconds! Remember, make sure you kill
him!"

Ando commanded the three submarines to move forward, the orders given to him
from the M-Mechanical Corps side was to block Yuan Wu to delay him, but what Ando wanted
was to kill him!

He knew Yuan Wu, this was the patriarch of the Dragon Gate, the Chinese
powerhouse organisation, and once he killed him, then he would be made a hero of the M's, of the
Mechanical Legion! He would also be one step closer to becoming a cyborg!

He had waited for many years and now he was finally waiting, so he wouldn't
miss this opportunity no matter what!

The submarine picked up speed and charged up towards the point where
Yuanwu's speed met his!

Finally it was about ten kilometres!

Ando shouted, "All three pods of A73D torpedoes! Make sure you kill him!"



"Sir, he's a Chinese! Are we ......" his adjutant couldn't help but say.

After this voice came out, the rest of the personnel inside the submarine froze, yes,
the man in front of them was a Chinese, and of extremely high status, and if they sniped a Chinese
at this time, did it mean that their relationship with China's established diplomatic relations was

completely destroyed? Wouldn't they, in fact, become the sinners of Country A?
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